Thank you for your earlier e-mail correspondence regarding the above-referenced journal article. Attached to this e-mail is our reply in the form of a Technical Addendum which we will also submit to the publisher. If you are unable to open the attachment, which is a Microsoft Word for Windows 95 (Version 7.0a) document, I would be happy to mail or FAX it to you. I hope you will give us the benefit of the doubt that it was not our intention to give a negative portrayal of the MSC/Nastran product. In retrospect, I wish we had included the information contained in the Technical Addendum because I do feel it provides a more complete picture of the state-of-the-art and the proper place for our modest effort from an historical perspective on the development and evolution of finite element methods. If you would like to discuss this further, please do not hesitate to contact me again by e-mail or by telephone at 216-433-3260. "clamped", is described as follows. For the model with 20-node elements, the displacement u (along the beam axis) is suppressed for all eight boundary nodes. The displacement w (along the load direction) is specified to ensure symmetry about the y-axis in the yz-plane, by suppressing this component at nodes 13 and 14 as shown in Figure la . This boundary condition allows the beam to breathe along the z-direction.
Sincerely,

Dale Hopkins
Likewise, the displacement v (in the y-direction) is specified to ensure symmetry about the z-axis in the yz-plane, by suppressing this component at nodes 7 and 9 as shown in Figure la . This boundary condition allows the beam to breathe along the y-direction.
For the model with 8-node elements, the clamped boundary has the displacement u suppressed for all four boundary nodes. The displacement w is suppressed at nodes 1 and 2 as shown in Figure ld . This boundary condition allows the beam to breathe along the z-direction. Likewise, the displacement v is suppressed at nodes 1 and 5 as shown in Figure ld . This boundary condition allows the beam to breathe along the y-direction.
The boundary condition used in the journal article, labeled as "rigid", suppresses all three displacement components for all nodes at the boundary (see Figures lb and le) .
At the tip of the beam, the 10 lb. load is distributed among the nodes of the models with 20-node and 8-node elements, as given in Figures lc and lf, respectively.
The beam theory results for the cantilever beam are provided, for reference, as follows
• Maximum normal stress in x-direction is 720 psi Table 3 Although Table 3 , as submitted to the journal and as published in a NASA Technical Memorandum (Ref. 38), was correct, the published journal article contained the following typographical error. The first column, fourth row (associated with CB_Model_2) should have stated "Six/HX20_90" instead of "Three/HX08_90". We regret any confusion this may have caused.
Issue 2 -Results in Table 3 The frequency results for the problem with both three-and six-element models are given in expanded Table 3a and 3b. Both rigid and clamped boundary conditions are considered. The five 8-node elements of MSC/Nastran (1. -5.) and the four 20-node elements of MSC/Nastran (a. -d.), as described earlier, are used along with 8-and 20-node IFM/IFMD and stiffness elements of IFM/Analyzers.
Eight-node elements"
The MSC/Nastran results in Issue 3 -Results in Table 7 The stress and displacement results for the problem with both three-and six-element models are given in an expanded 
Displacement
ResultsFor the 6-element model with clamped boundary conditions, the displacement results agree with Timoshenko beam theory as follows" 
APPENDIX. 2 External Reviews on Finite Element Method for the 21stCentury
A specificquestion was raised:
• 'Should we invest in an tFM based Finite Element MethodProject? or°Y ou believe the stiffness method to be adequate even for the 21s_century. Re: Finite element method for the.21= century,.
Excerptsfrom Reviews
John Meek Australia
Dear --, As we know, only approximate stresssolutioncan be obtained for thevast majority of structural mechanics problems. Thus the founding thefathers of this discipline preferred calculating stress by two competing methods; then ascertaining accuracy by comparing the two solutions. This simple reasoning is not currently applicable because only the displacement (or stiffness) method solution is available. Traditionally, accurate resolution of a stress state was not intrinsic to the stiffness method. Despite progress stress accuracy by the stiffness method cannot always be guaranteed.
In this context we wantedto examine {'hepotential of the Integrated Force Method to become a possible alternate formulation to the stiffness method. Because of your comprehension of this field, we would like to receive your response to the question: Should we invest in an IFM based finite element method project, or do you believe the stiffness method to be adequate even for the 21= century?
We request your kind opinion on this matter. We look forward to hear from you at the earliest possible time. Let me thank you in advance for your time and consideration. This follows from the fact that the equilibrium equations are satisfied "exactly" at only a finite number of mesh points (for purposes of this discussion I assume L.A.Schmit 2/4 thattl_esystemdisplacements aretruly single valuedat all points).In the classicalforce methodusingstressfunctions(method2 on p.14,copy attached)it is the equationsof ' compatibility that aresatisfiedapproximately,becausein a discreteformulation they are satisfiedexactlyat only a finite numberofmesh points.
Let us now askwhich equationsof elasticityendup beingsatisfiedapproximately whena discretesolution is soughtbasedon the CBMF (IFM). The answerappearsto be thatin a discreteformulationtheequilibrium equationsandthe compatibility conditions (the EE and the CC ) are satisfied"exactly" at only a finite numberof meshpoints, thereforeboth the EE andthe CC aresatisfiedapproximately.Sincethe complete Beltrami-Michell Formulationis nowavailable( seeattachedcopy of p.13from the Presentation) asa setof partial differential equationsexpressed exclusively in termsof stresses, it would be interestingto seeka finite differencesolutionof the stressvaluesat eachmeshpoint. Whenthis is doneit would bebest to usea testproblem for which a closedform solutionis available.
In any eventthe bottom lin_ is that a discrete CBMF solution _e.nerates stres_ values( at a set 0fmesh.points)
. 
